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Executive Summary 

 The Waterwise Community Center at the Chino Basin Water Conservation Chino 

is an organization that focuses on educating the public on water conservation by 

providing fundamental tools and resources that encourage community water 

stewardship. 

 The Waterwise Community Center recognize the value of water stewardship 

education and community. They provide free workshops, events and activities open to 

the public. The Conservation Programs department within the Waterwise Community 

Center provides no-cost workshops throughout the year on how to start and maintain a 

waterwise home garden. Topics include; landscape design and irrigation among others. 
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Project Objectives  

During my time with the Conservation Programs at the Waterwise Community 

Center, we had one main objective; to create accessible guides on DIY landscape 

projects for the public. My project centered around producing as well as translating step-

by-step guides to make the materials accessible for Spanish-speaking families and 

individuals.  
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 Project Outcomes 

 I was able to contribute to the production and design of the DIY Native 

Landscape Guide from beginning to end. First, I dedicated time to research the basic 

fundamentals of native landscape design. Afterwards, I helped narrow down and 

implement some of the larger concepts that we thought were the most important. 

Finally, I translated the finished booklet, as well as another step-by-step guide, to 

Spanish. 

 I also had the opportunity to work outside in the Waterwise Community garden 

and support the Conservation Programs team on a native home garden exhibit. 
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Conclusion 

 Working with the Conservation Programs department at the Waterwise 

Community Center was an amazing and unforgettable experience. During my time as 

an intern, I learned many hard and soft skills and I also broadened my knowledge on 

watershed literacy. I was also able to take part in native landscape activities which 

strengthened my skills in landscaping.  

It was such a fulfilling experience to work on a project that prioritized the needs of 

Spanish-speaking families and students. I feel fortunate to have been able to contribute 

back to the community through this internship and I look forward to taking this 

experience with me as I pursue a career in Environmental Science. 
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